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oposal for divestment expected to pass 
undation votes from five absent members due later in the week 
See related story, page 3 determine the most finanically painless way of doing it . . 
osal to divest all South Africa-linked stocks 
ably be passed by the EIU Foundation 
is week , the Foundation's execu�e officer 
Monday. 
exceed 24 months , all Foundation stocks in com­
panies with holdings in South Africa .'' 
The current proposal before the Foundatjon calls 
for divestment from South Africa-linked companies 
within two years,  a time frame which Schallenberger 
said is standard. 
the (previous) discussion of the board 
," Foundation Executive Officer Daniel 
rgh said Monday, "I would say 'yes ,'  (the 
nt proposal will pass).'' 
If the mail-in votes support divestment,  Thorn­
burgh said , that decision will be official. "That's pretty normal , as I understand it , "  he 
said , adding that divesting too fast can be financially 
disastrous. 
"The next step is that we would have to inform 
Harris (Bank & Trust) of the action of the board." 
oposal came up at Sunday's board meeting, 
mbers voted 3-0 in favor of the proposal. 
Harris Bank & Trust of Chicago has been con­
tracted to handle the Foundation's investment 
portfolio .  
"You could get yourself into a situation where you 
divest from (a company) one day, and the next week 
they have pulled out" of South Africa. 
Jim Roberts-who can only vote in the 
tie-dissented verbally . 
least five of the nine voting members must 
t to conduct Foundation business. The five 
Robert Schallenberger , the Foundation's in­
vestment counselor at Harris ,  said Monday that 
divestment can be a tricky process and has to be done 
carefully to prevent financial losses . 
He added that , after a company pulls out of South 
Africa, its stock may be more valuable because of 
investors trying to buy back in . This will drive the 
price up, and make it more expensive to re-invest in 
the stock . fro were absent will be asked to mail in 
s on the issue,  with the responses expected 
ay . 
Schallenberger said in a phone interview that 
Harris ranks the investments it deals with and 
"marks those stocks that are South Africa-related ." 
The idea of the waiting period, Schallenberger 
said , is to see if company is going to pull out of South 
Africa on its own , or at least to wait until the most 
profitable time before selling the stock . 
posal calls for the board to divest , " in a 
and orderly manner over a, period not to 
When a client wants to divest,  Schallenberger said, 
Harris will  go through the investment portfolio to 
PAUL KLATT I Photo editor 
nd crew workers John Daughter and Jeff Hi l l  remove melting snow 
from Garfield Ave . ,  across from the Applied Science Bui lding, 
y afternoo n .  With temperatures above freezing Eastern ground 1 
have been busy clearing the way for st�dents .  
int effort def eats snow 
ite the fact that many 
ts and area residents say snow 
being moved fast enough 
city streets and sidewalks, city 
say they have the situation 
control. 
'or Laura Lamberty ,  a 
ement and marketing major, 
e loves the snow, ' 'but the 
't cleaning the streets off fast 
. The roads were too slick 
the weekend. My roommate 
ough a stop sign." 
y area businesses have said 
doing their part by keeping 
alks and parking lots to the 
clear. 
shoveled the snow our­
. , said John Ward, owner of 
the Page One Tavern, 4 1 0  Sixth St. 
"Tell everyone they won't slip and 
slide when they come in the front 
door because it's down to the 
concrete . "  ' 
Margaret Phillips,  cashier at the 
White Hen Pantry, 200 E.  Lincoln 
Ave. , said the store had its parking 
lot clt:an, as well as one of the 
sidewalks. 
"We shoveled the sidewalk that 
most people use . We didn't feel it 
was necessary to do the other one by 
the street , "  Phillips said. 
No major accidents have occurred 
because of the snow storm, Police 
Chief Maurice Johnson said. 
"We've only had a few fender 
benders. It's been pretty quiet . "  
City and university officials have 
(See JOINT, page 6) 
' Rocky Horror,' an l;astern 
classic brought to an end 
By DONELLE PARDEE 
Associate activities editor 
The University Board has brought 
an end to the showing of "The Rocky 
Horror Picture Show, "  a movie that 
had become a tradition at Eastern . 
Junior Jeff Toman , University 
Board movie committee chair ,  said the 
decision not to include " Rocky 
Horror" on the spring movie line-up 
was made by himself and the com­
mittee with no faculty involvement . 
One incident that occurred last year 
resulting in an Eastern student being 
taken to Sarah Bush Lincoln Health 
Center, is a major factor in the 
decision not to show the favorite cult 
movie this spr-ing . 
Toman said some people went down 
a closed exit and somehow, one 
student's hand went through the glass 
in the door, resulting in a slashed wrist 
and a trip to the hospital for him . 
Toman said he did not know why or 
exactly how the incident happened . 
Another reason for choosing not to 
show " Rocky Horror" this semester 
was because of problems encountered 
during previous showings of the movie . 
Toman said students were bringing 
stuff in that didn't pertain to the 
movie . "Alcohol was snuck in and 
students would come after· they had 
been drinking, "  Toman added . 
Other problems that kept the movie 
from being added to the listing in­
cluded securing a room for the movie 
and the availability of clean-up crews . 
Toman said no one wants to give a 
room for the film viewing and if they 
did, it would have to be for the whole 
weekend, which also creates problems . 
"One time there was a breakfast the 
next morning and there was no 
cleaning crew to clean up the mess so 
the Union had to do it , "  he said . 
Toman said " Rocky Horror" has 
been shown during the spring semester 
since he has been attending Eastern. 
- All of the films sponsored by the 
University Board are chosen from 
Films Inc . ,  Toman said , adding his 
committee chose some fairly recent 
releases for the spring lineup , such as 
"Stand By Me" and "Top Gun" to be 
shown this semester. 
Toman said he wanted to go with 
movies with a less rowdy following and 
ones which will hopefully do just as 
well . He added he felt there was a 
much better selection and UB wouldn't 
lose anything by it .  
"We proved that Friday with the 
showing of 'About Last Night' , "  
Toman said . At Friday's movie there 
was a total count of 970 movie goers 
for both shows . 
Commenting on the letter to the 
editor about the absence of " Rocky 
Horror, "  Toman said he could see the 
point,  but said "this time we decided to 
try a change . "  
Other University Board sponsored 
movies , along with the showing times, 
dates and locations are listed below: 
•Jan . 1 6, " Stand By Me" at 6:30 
and 9 p . m .  in the Buzzard Building. 
•Jan . 21, "Longest Yard" at 7 p . m .  
in the Grand Ballroom . 
•Jan . 23 , "Running Scared" at 6:30 
and 9 p . m .  in the University Bal lroom . 
•Jan . 30, "Top Gun" at 6:30 and 9 
p . m .  in the Grand Ballroom . 
•Feb . 6, "The Color of Money" at 
6:30 and 9 p . m .  in the Grand 
Ballroom . 
•Feb . 13 , "Aliens" at 6:30 and 9 
p . m .  in the Grand Ballroom . 
•Feb . 18, "Tommy" at_7 p . m .  in the 
Grand Ballroom . 
•Feb 20, "Back to School" at 6:30 
and 9 p . m .  in the Grand Ballroom .  
•Feb . 27, "The Color Purple" a t  7 
p . m .  in the University Ballroom . 
•March 6, "Karate Kid II" at 6:30 
and 9 p . m .  in the Buzzard Building. 
•March 11, "Strange Brew" at 7 
p . m .  in the Grand Ballroom. 
•March 1 3 ,  "Animal House" at 6:30 
and 9 p . m .  in the University Ballroom. 
•April 3 ,  "Ferris Bueller's Day Off" 
'at 6:30 and 9 p . m .  in the Buzzard 
Building . 
•April IO, " Pee Wee's Big Ad­
venture" at 6:30 and 9 p . m .  in the 
Buzzard Building . 
•April 15, "Butch Cassidy and the 
Sun Dance Kid" at 7 p .m.  in the Grand 
Ballroom . 
•April 17 ,  " Comedy Classics" at 
6:30 and 9 p.m . in the University 
Ballroom. 
•April 24, "Wizard of Oz" at 6:30 
and 9 p .m. in the Buzzard Building. 
Friday's admission is $1 and ad­
mission on Wednesday's is 50 cents. 
The time and location of the movies 
are subject to change. 
2 
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State/Nation/World 
Emissary to aid hostage release 
Governor· Thol'!lpson sworn in; 
shows interest in White House 
:.SEIRUT, Lebanon-Anglican church emissary Terry 
Waite said upon returning to Moslem west Beirut on 
Monday he was optimistic he could help win the release of 
Americans and other foreigners held hostage in Lebanon. 
"Signs have been given to me that now is a reasonable 
time to come back, and one is able to pursue the contacts 
and )lopefully to be able to try and work a resoulution to the 
problems we face," Waite told reporters. 
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-Illinois Republican 
James R. Thompson became the nation's 
longest-serving governor Monday, formally 
launching a fourth term amid speculation on his 
chances in the Whit� House sweepstakes. 
"He is absolutely one of,the best camp · 
I've ever worked for," said Robert Teeter, 
Michigan-based Market Opinion Resear 
among the nation's top political 
operations. 
"I think if we get some resolution to this hostage crisi$ 
that will be a step toward Lebanon experiencing the peace 
Thompson, inaugurated for an unprecedented 
fourth term after a decisive Nov. 4 victory over 
Adlai Stevenson, acknowledges longstanding 
interest in a White House bid. 
Teeter, who now is polling for Vice Pr 
George Bush, said the Illinois governor 
among the top dozen or so potential 
presidential candidates. 
that people here deserve." ' 
Strikers hassle oe·ere employees 
But he said in a pre-inauguration interview 
there was no way he could balance the demands 
of the Statehouse with those of a national 
campaign. 
But he cautioned it would be an uphill bat 
Bill Greener, a former political director i 
Republican Governor's Association 
Thompson is among those mentioned in na · 
GOP circles as possible presidential timber. 
MOLINE-Salaried Deere & Co. workers reporting 
Monday morning at plants in Moline and Milan were pelted 
with eggs and snowballs by angry crowds of striking United 
Auto Workers Union members. 
Angered by Deere's use of salaried workers to increase 
production at the strike-bound plants, the union members 
hurled insults, pelted some cars with eggs and snowballs and 
draped picket signs over windshields as police ushered the 
cars through the plant gates . 
"How can you do it? I don't know how a 
sitting governor could do it, especially the sitting 
governor of a large state," Thompson said. And 
he said he wasn't particularly interested in a vice­
presidential bid, that he didn't think the post 
''would be as exciting as the job I have .now.'' 
"Would he be a bona fide candidate? S 
said Greener. '!The fact that someone 
elected not once or twice but four times in a 
as diverse as Illinois, and in a state where cit' 
believe politics is a real exercise which to 
their lives, is remarkable." 
Police and Illinois State patrol troopers guided the cars of 
the salaried workers , who volunteered to take over union 
jobs, through the gates of the facilities, ordering union 
members to open paths for entering cars.  
Over the past decade, Thompson, 50, has 
proved to be a gifted campaigner, a skillful 
negotiator with the Democratic-controlled 
General Assembly and · a friend of both big 
business and organized labor. 
Thompson 's first step would have to 
demonstrate his appeal beyond the boundari 
Illinois , Greener said. Such tests could co 
neighboring Iowa and then in New Hampshi 
Iraqi planes bomb Iranian cities 
Cigarette makers shielded legally 
WASHINGTON-The Supreme Court on Monday left 
intact a decision shielding cigarette makers from any legal 
liability for allegedly failing to warn adequately about the 
dangers of smoking. 
NIRCOSIA, Cyprus (AP)-Iraq said its 
warplanes bombed Iranian cities, oilfields and 
industrial targets Monday and claimed to have 
retaken most of the southern swampland Iranian 
invaders overran in a 4-day-old offensive. 
were pinned down in a stretch of mars 
about three miles long and roughly half 
wid.!. 
This was about the same area the I 
mentioned Sunday, however, which indi 
their conterattacks had not gained much gro The court refused to review a federal appeals court ruling 
that such legal claims are pre-empted by federal law. 
Monday's  action represented a significant victory for 
three cigarette manufacturers sued by a New Jersey woman 
who died of lung cancer. 
Iran said its troops crushed three tank-led 
Iraqi counterattacks and held its beachhead in 
Iraq . It claimed 1 6,500 Iraqis had been killed or 
wounded since the invasion began Friday. 
Mushin said surface-to-surface missiles 
fired Monday at the main Iranian staging 
around Khoramshahr on the eastern bank of 
No national legal precedent was set, however ,  and the 
same issue some day likely will return to the nation's highest 
court . 
Among those killed was Gen. Abdul Wahid 
Mahmoud Towfiq, Iran's official Islamic 
Republic News Agency claimed in a dispatch 
monitored in Nicosia. 
Shatt al-Arab border waterway. 
Official Iranian and Iraqi reports of fig 
often are exaggerated <J.nd cannot be recon 
because Western journalists are allowed 
battle areas only on occasional guided tours. Rose Cipollone of Little Ferry , N . J . ,  smoked for 40 years 
before quitting in 1 982, after her right lung was removed. 
She died in 1 984 but her husbnd, Antonio , continued her 
1 983 products-liability lawsuit . 
In the Iraqi capital of Baghdad , Lt.  Gen . 
Abdul Jabar Muhsin said at a news conference 
that Iraq's  forces had "purged" most positions 
the Iranians seized near Basra and the Iranians 
Earlier communiques by Iraq ·said its tr 
drove out some Iranian units that had crosse 
border about 20 miles south of Basra. 
��000 
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i Business Fraternity - Invites all Business and Pre-Business I Majors to its: I Spring Rush Events I Jan. 14 .. . 
I Jan. 16 .. . 
Informal "Meet the Chapter" 
7:00 University Ballroom 
"4 O'clock Club" 
Upstairs Roe's I 
i Jan. 20 . . . "Formal Speaker'' - 7:00 University Ballroom I Jan. 22 . . . "Formal Meeting" 
i 7:00 University Ballroom - Any questions call: Rance 345-67 i Randy 581-5 
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nators respond to proposed divestments 
t Body President Mike 
voiced disapproval Monday 
EIU Foundation Chairman 
berts attitude about divesting 
from those companies with 
frican ties . 
of the eight voting members of 
dation voted Sunday in favor 
divesting Foundation stocks 
anies with holdings in South 
Because of adverse weather 
ns created by this weekend's  
, five voting-members were 
to attend the meeting. 
five Foundation members who 
vote on Monday · are being 
rough the mail , and results of 
tment question are expected as 
Thursday. 
wing the vote, Roberts ,  who 
will cast the deciding vote in the event 
of a tie , said he would vote ''.no!" 
Madigan , who is pro-divestment , 
criticized Roberts for the insight on his 
vote by saying, " If he (Roberts) can 
keep a clear conscious about the 
Foundation awarding a Martin Luther 
King scholarship to someone, when the 
Foundation has still not divested in 
South Africa, then he should step 
down and resign his chairmanship , "  
Madigan said . 
" He (Roberts) is entitled to his 
opinion, but such a close-minded 
individual has no business being 
chairman of the Foundation , "  
1\fadigan added . "An open-minded 
person can see to reinvest and not lose 
quality of the (stock) holdings. "  
�ladigan was also critical o f  the 
Foundation's  recommendation to 
divest over a 24-month period. 
" It ' s  kind of lame for the Foun­
dation to order divestment to take up 
to 24 inonths . I don't  think it takes 24 
months to be 'prudent and orderly' in 
divesting , "  Madigan said . 
During the fall of 1 985 , the Student 
Senate passed a resolution urging the 
Foundation to divest its holdings in 
South Africa. 
The senate then submitted the 
divestment  resolut ion to ad-
ministrators and the Foundation . 
Madigan claims Roberts was critical 
of the Student Senate last fall,  because 
of comments Roberts made indicating 
he would not honor the Student Senate 
resolution. 
Madigan also said Roberts told him 
the senate was not representative of 
Eastern 's student body because of­
ficers and senators were voted into 
office during low voter-turnout 
elections and that is why Roberts 
would not consider the divestment 
resolution from the Student Senate . 
Madigan cited that the Student 
Senate is in fact representative of its 
constituents ,  no matter what the voter­
turnout of an election may be. 
Senate Speaker Tim Taylor was just 
glad to see the divestment issue being 
addressed by the Eastern Foundation. 
"I  think it 's  time to act on the issue 
because the prfictice (apartheid) is an 
immoral , racist policy on people in 
South Africa, "  Taylor said . 
Financial Vice president Christy 
Wolfe took the middle-of-the-road 
view on the proposed divestment 
question before the Foundation. 
" I 'm for divestment because of the 
moral issue, but I don't want it to 
finan.cially hurt Eastern, "  Wolfe said . 
mmittee conducts first interview for math chair 
as their needs and what the department perceives as 
its goals . "  
' s  mathematics department has the 
to become part of an exceptional elite in 
try, said Ed Dubinski , a candidate for 
tics chair . 
Dubinski also addressed the topic of solving ad­
ministrative. ptpblems, ''You need a united depart­
ment and a fighting chair .  I ' m  a fighter, so that 's  
taken care of. " 
mathematics department is currently con­
a search to replace the former chair , now 
Alphonso DiPietro. A search committee 
interview two additional candidates this 
He elaborated on his teaching techniques . 
"Although I was very good at lecturing students it 
was not very successful , "  he said.  "They were not 
learning . "  
e are many schools where there i s  an em­
on teaching , "  Dubinski said Monday in the 
Cldition Shelbyville Room. "There are many 
where there is an emphasis on research. 
e few schools where there is an emphasis on 
He explained how he handled this problem. "I 've 
written a number of papers on that (helping students· 
learn from lectures) . 
Dubinski is currently the organizer and director, 
with the aid of grants , of the Institute for Retraining 
in Computer Science at Clarkson University, Pot­
sdam , N.Y.  
ink this school is in  a good postion to  go in 
tion," Dubinski added. 
very sensitive to students who are not par· 
gifted in mathematics , "  he said . "You have 
synthesis between what the students perceive 
The committee will interview the mathematics 
acting chair, John Leduc, an Eastern mathematics 
professor, during a question and answer session 2:1 5  
p . m .  Tuesday i n  the Union addition Shelbyville 
Room. Ed Dubinski 
SENIORS Attention 
Press the right key to your future!! 
t "My Secretary" aid you in developing a professional resume that will 
a good first impression. 
Secretary" also provides other word processing services, such as, 
of application, term papers, or other items to fit your individual 
�ore information, call 345·1150 or stop by the office at 903 
Street between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM. 
t delay . . · . . ... . . . .  start today ........... let us do your resume!! 
SOCIATION OF COLLEGE UNIONS­
INTERNATIONAL (ACU-1) 
Qualifying Tournaments for Regional 
at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville 
Feb. 20-22 
BOWLING TEAM (Men & Women) 
Jan. 22 & 23-must be present both nights 
4 games each night-starts at 5: 00 p.m. 
Entry Fee-$6.00 
POOL QUALIFIER 
Jan. 2412 noon 
Eight Ball Double Elimination-played 
all in one day 
Entry Fee $2.00 + 1/2 pool time of 
each match 
Anyone interested should stop by 
the Union Bowling Lanes 
or call 581-3616 to sign up 
Must sign up 
before Jan. 21 
1•••••••••••·--m�m..i,·-----------, 
: LA ROMWS PIZZA I ! 626 w. Lincoln FREE DELIVERY ! 
� $1 .00 ff 1 1 1e oz . Pepsi 8 IL • 
. O_ with delivery of smalf c: S or medium pizza � 
u Medium, Large 2 I 16 oz. Pepsi's � 11 or X-Large Pizza with large or x-large I Limit one per pi.zza Guido 
t OPEN AT 11 AM EVERDAY AND 4 PM ON SUNDAY 345-1345 I 
l--·••••••••••oouroN�-�---••••••J 
Harvard Stanford 
Place: House 
Address: 6 EastLincoln 
Time: Tonight �t 8 pm 
With the Lovely Ladies 
of Sigma Kappa 
For Rides and 
Information Call 
348-8222 
Opinion 
Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
_ _ The Dally Eastern News 
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What is this with people and snow? 
You people are crazy. I have ., No way. Get a clue. I'll tell you why. It's becau 
never seen so many snow- first snow is like the moon is to werewolves, 
happy lunatics in my life. kryptonite is to Superman, like Monday night 
Do you think a measly eight is to men. It makes people into something other 
or nine inches of newly fallen their normal selves. 
snow is a personal invitation Really. Take snow football. People who 
from God for fanatical fun-filled generally wimpy whiners whe>f. it comes to we 
frolic in the snow? below freezing are all gungho to wallow over a fr 
Yeah, yeah, I'll admit nights pigskin if it happens to be during the first snowf 
shimmering with snow can be the season. 
romantic and exciting, but Why is snow football so much fun? Ever 
that's no excuse to turn A .L. about it? 
pagan. And yes, it is the first It's a bunch of overzealous rabble r 
major snow fall of the season Landers cavorting around in artic-like conditions often 
(did it snow last winter?). But beating, pounding and throwing each other. 
you guys were animals. On Friday and Saturday night the point To make the other team eat as 
it was like someone had offically declared the greater snow as possible. Scoring doesn't really matter. 
Charleston area an amusement park where anything cares who wins? It's just a glorified excuse to 
and everything that could be done with or in snow each other around in the snow. 
was. · · - And what about the things you heathens 
_ _ __ Juesday1 Jal'.l_l!�!Y_ 1 �, _ _19�7 __ ·----- __ __ "[ake the marauding bands of boys (and girls) sculpting out of the fresh, untrodden snow. 
waiting in trie snow filled wings fo waylay iilnocenr viotated the-purity ofirozen water; How-could 
passersby with shower after shower of snowballs. I'm not going to say I saw several phallic sy 
Budget boost 
Do you call that nice? Have you no conscience? Oh dotting the lawns of some prestigious homes, 
don't think you weren't observed stalking the young, did see several phallic symbols dotting the la 
the weak and the alone. Waiting to pounce on the some prestigious homes. What happened to 
defenseless. You all know who you are. Just wait snow people? You know, the kind without the g 
_ _ __ until next snowfall when a bigger and better gang of identifying parts snapped on. 
d ·f h I hoodlums- pelt your bodies with bigger and better Of course,· no matter who you are, you ha goo 0 r Sc 00 snowballs. Boy, it'll be a different story all together admit there is definitely something magic ab then. Won't it? first significant snowfall. The second, third or 
----- -- - ----- - _ ____ . ____ __ __ .Normally_ warm, _c_o_nsiderate boyfriends were fourth snowfalls are never quite the same. Th 
d d throwing their unsuspecting __ _ girlfriends ---into fhe· -jusf more ·snow. Ana what is- snow;-that-isnl an Stu ents supposedly, safe sanctity of unoccupied snowdrifts. snow? And, why? Because he had found out she was A real pain. 
A recent recommendation for a 
$4,328,900 increase in Eastern's 
operating budget may shed a new light on 
the College of Business, as well as the 
entire educational program offered by the 
university. 
The 10.9 percent recommendation,_ the 
Ed• - I J - _-highest- increase . for . ltOT a any public university in 
the state, shows 
positive signs that Eastern is being 
recognized as the most cost-effective 
public university in Illinois. 
Included in the increase is a recom­
mendation for a 6 percent increase in the 
salaries of Eastern's faculty and staff. The 
$1, 786,600 may provide an added boost 
to the morale of universitiy employees, thus 
further improving our educational system. 
In addition to a large increase in the 
operating budget, the Illinois Board of 
Higher Education vot�d to follow in the 
Board of Governors' footsteps and list a 
$6.4 million project for the expansion of 
Coleman Hall as their highest priority. 
Funds would be used for the construction 
of a new College of Business facility ad­
jacent to Coleman Hall that will allow the 
college to be in a more centralized location. 
Having one of the largest colleges on 
campus, the business department definitely 
deserves this long overdue project. 
Although the governor denied funds for 
the Coleman Hall expansion last year, the 
outlook appears to be positive this year, due 
to the first priority rating the project 
received from both the BOG and the IBHE. 
Of course, all good things have their cost 
and the price of these improvements may 
be about $50 per student, if the recom­
mended 4 ·percent -tuition iRcrease is also 
approved. The proposed hike is fair and 
equitable. 
The IBHE recommendation that the in­
crease be enforced for all public colleges 
and universities throughout the state to 
provide the needed funds to finance their 
record $1 . 7 billion budget for fiscal year 
1988. 
Although students throughout the state 
will pay the increase if it is approved, 
Eastern students will have the opportun ity 
to see large improvements in the upcoming 
years. A $50 increase is a small price to pay 
for the needed improvements and the state 
ii n he niversi could receive. 
cheating on him? No. Because she called him mean -A.L. Landers is a reporter and a regular colu 
names? Uh uh. Then maybe because she had for The Daily Eastern News. 
whipped a juicy, fat snowball at the back of his head? 
Your turn 
Fee refund 
cutoff date 
Editor: 
The deadline for students to 
petition for a refund of the fees 
they have paid for Sickness and 
Accident Insurance· coverage is 
Jan. 21 . The insurance cost was 
paid when students paid tutition 
and fees for this semester. 
Students interested in 
receiving a refund should pick up 
the necessary forms at the 
Financial Aid Office in the 
Student Services Building. _ 
Students applying for refund for 
the first time should bring proof 
of their sickness and accident 
coverage. 
Students who obtain a refund 
do not lose their Health Service 
benefits The amount of the 
refund this semester 1s $32.25 
each. 
This is the first of what will be 
many efforts to inform Eastern 
students of things that concern 
them. 
Tim Taylor 
Student Senate Speaker 
Cutting Eiserman 
not a good move 
Editor: 
Diane Eiserman said she was 
"very surprised" when she heard 
about volleyball coach Betty 
Ralston's decision to cut her 
from next year's team. "Very 
surprised" is a understatement to 
the shock I received when 
reading about the change in Dec. 
9 issue of The Daily Eastern 
News. 
Eiserman said in the edit 
she was cut" ... because 
attitude and that I wasn't a 
player." These are two pe 
characteristics that a good 
could have changed in one 
season. 
Eiserman was a third yea 
member of the team. Eise 
according to the editorial, 
team leader in kills (306), 
(386) and service aces (39 
These qualities only prove 
talent-something that is 
overabundance on the voll 
squad. 
As a diehard fan of East 
athletics, I feel this move 
only hurt an already struggl 
team. Coach Ralston, you 
that "changes need to be 
made." Have you looked in 
mirror? A coaching change 
only help! 
Ally Eastern News Tuesday, January 13, 1987 
in co-worker Mike McElroy solders a well bitting for Eastern's 
I Plant Monday afternoon. 
Senate will choose 
committee member 
By BILL DENNIS 
Senior reporter 
One representative from the Faculty 
Senate will be selected Tuesday to sit 
on a committee which will review 
parking permit fees . 
Glenn Williams, vice president for 
student affairs , said Monday that a 
committee of students ,  administrators , 
faculty and civil service employees is 
being formed to review fees charged 
for parking permits . The Faculty 
Senate will select one representative to 
the committee at its 2 p .m.  meeting 
Tuesday in the Union addition 
Martinsville Room. 
Parking fees may rise because of 
congestion expected from the con­
struction of the proposed Coleman 
Hall annex, Williams said . 
Williams , who will chair the com­
mittee, said Eastern has always 
reviewed parking fees "periodically" 
and an increase is just one possible 
recommendation of the committee. 
If parking fees are raised, Williams 
said the money would be used for 
"what we generally use the parking 
fees for, "  such as routine main-
tenance . 
Williams said parking spaces could 
be lost during construction of the 
College of Business annex for Coleman 
Hall , which is expected to begin in the 
fall of 1 987.  
Spaces could be disrupted in the lot 
behind Booth Library and on Garfield 
Avenue in front of Coleman Hall . 
Plans call for the annex to be built 
on the north end of the South Quad. 
The addition, which will connect with 
both Coleman and the Applied Science 
Building, will completely close off the 
quad. 
Faculty Senate chair Mary Wohlrabe 
said instructors are charged $20 for 
year-round parking permit stickers . 
Fees charged to students vary ac­
cording to individual lots . 
In other business, W ohlrabe said 
possible topics for discussion includes 
the university calendar . The Board of 
Governors , Eastern's  ruling body, has 
recently approved a plan giving in­
dividual universities more control over 
school calendars . 
The university calendar has recently 
been an issue of concern for the senate . 
ndition of accident victim upgraded Teach er has attack 
Dr . Mushfequr Rahman, 62 , 
an Eastern mathematics in­
structor, was listed in stable 
condition at Sarah Bush Lincoln 
Health Center Monday evening 
after suffering a mild heart attack 
Monday morning . 
ndition of the Eastern student 
from a third floor apartment 
over the weekend has been 
the balcony and fell 20 feet during a 
party at the Lincolnwood Apartments · 
on S .  Ninth Street. 
from stable to fair condition, 
Bush Lincoln Health Center 
n said Monday. 
Billy Gunn, a roommate of Ferril l 's  
who witnessed the accident, said that , 
after his fall , someone carried Ferrill to 
a bedroom in the third floor apartment 
before paramedics arrived . 
an Gary Ferrill ,  a Carman 
"dent, suffered a fractured neck 
hen he apparently jumped off 
Ambulance Supervisor Daryl Nees 
said he could not speculate whetper or 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OPEN 
AUDITIONS 
tor 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE'S 
production of 
Neil Simon's Comedy 
THE 
GOOD 
DOCTOR 
directed by 
Nancy Paule 
7:30.p.m� 
January 12 & 13,-1987 
in the.Theatre 
Doudna Fine Arts Center 
Auditions are open to all 
registered students. 
Scripts are available in 
FAT-105, Fine Arts Center 
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not moving Ferrill back to the apart­
ment aggravated the injury . "I haven't  
received the report from the hospital 
yet , "  Nees said Monday . "I don't 
know much about it . "  
Ferrill had allegedly jumped from. 
the balcony earlier in the evening 
against the advice of the owner' s  of the 
apartment . Ferrill suffered no injuries 
in the earlier fall , Gunn said . 
The heart attack occurred 
during Rahman ' s  8 a . m .  
Geometry class,  John LeDuc, 
acting mathematics chair. said . 
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Appl icat ions for ROTC 
schola·rsh i ps avai lable 
By GREGORY SHANE-HIMEBAUGH 
Staff writer 
Army ROTC Scholarship ap­
plications for the 1 987-88 school year 
are now available to ROTC members 
and non-members . 
cover all tuition, fees and materials and 
$ 1 00  in cash per month during the 
academic year, she said . 
Requirements for application are a 
minimum ACT score of 18 and a grade 
point average of 2.0.  Applicants must 
also pass a standard physical and 
written test provided by the Army. 
Th� Q�•• . �tern 
Joi nt _____ _ 
said they are doing their share to 
keep streets and sidewalks clean. 
Charleston Street Superintendent 
Duane Roath said, "The weather 
has taken care of most of it (the 
snow) . We will plow again wherever 
it needs it . "  
Roath said plowing has taken 
- longer because the street department 
was working with a skeleton crew. 
The university grounds crew also 
spent the weekend plowing snow. 
Physical Plant Director y· 
Robeson said a substance "sort 
like salt , but without the chlori 
is being spread on campus par 
lots and streets . 
"We use this substance 
it 's  cheaper to use than plowi 
he said.  "Of course, there's al 
a chance of re-freezing because 
snow melts ,  but the sun is hel 
quite a bit . "  Maj . Deanna May, scholarship director, said four scholarships are 
allocated to Eastern and at least two 
must be awarded to men or women not 
currently members of ROTC . 
"The award is obligatory only if the 
student accepts it , "  May said , noting 
that upon acceptance the student is . 
required to serve as an Army officer . 
********************************* 
" Scholarships are available to 
freshmen and sophmore students of all 
discipline areas . It 's  difficult to get this 
information out , so sometimes the 
scholarships go begging, "  May said . 
The three- and two-year awards will 
To obtain an application, or for 
more information contact May or 
Capt.  Tim Tritsch , in roqm 308 of the 
Applied Sciences building, or phone 
5 8 1 -5944. 
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TIRED 
OF JUST ' 
HANGING 
AROUND • • •  
. TRY UNIVERSITY 
BOARD 
Stop by the 
-RECRUITMENT-
TABLE 
Thru Jan . 1 5  
1 0 am - 2  pm 
Union Walkway 
-RECRU ITM ENT NIGHT-
111 luNrv•R•rrv 80ARD ------ Thurs . ,  Jan . 1 5  7 pm in the Subway 
llX 
-
- -
Do you feel lucky? 
If so , come to the 
DELTA CHI HOUSE 
Tonight for CASINO NIGHT 
with the 
Beautiful women of 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Prizes will be awarded 
for winners·. 
For Rides and info call 
345-9053 
848 6th Street 
AX 
- - -
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ICE BOXER RENTALS 
DORM REFRIGERATORS 
' 'Discount Clearance' '  
Free Delivery 345-70 
******************************** 
Start your weekend off the right way! Read 
On the Verge of the Weeken 
DO M I N O ' S  P I ZZA 
* FRE EBI ES * 
f �E.E. cokE ' 
� DOUBLE 
CHEESE 
2 
1 
THICK 
CRUST 
E� EXTRA� 01r\ 
. f R .� . SAUCE\.._.) \......) 
Ja n uary 7-1 5, 1 98 7 
ONL Y!! 
Fi l l  u p  with Freebies ! J ust ask for 
the Freebies when you order your 
pizza . 
• Two cokes with a regular : 4 cokes with a l;irge . 
Tuesday, January 13, 1987 
COTE to review report 
on en rol l ment , costs 
preliminary hearing for the three former 
rs of the disbanded Phi Sigma Kappa 
ity has been delayed for several weeks due 
The fratemity had their charter pulled following 
a "Pimp and Whore" thel1le party at the house in 
which a member of the Sigma Kappa sorority 
reported being handcuffed nude to a stairwell for 
several hours following the function. 
By JEFF BRITT · 
Staff writer 
The Council on Teacher. Education will review a 
report on clas� costs and enrollment in its meeting at 
2 p .m.  Tuesday in the Union addition Arcola­
Tuscola Room . 
uling difficulties. 
· tant State's  Attorney Mike Radloff said 
hearing was delayed due to " scheduling 
lties" among the attorney' s  for the 
dants . The new date for the preliminary 
Charleston Police Chief Maurice Johnson said 
officers responded Dec. 19 to a call from someone 
who heard the sound of breaking glass while 
walking past the house at 1 509 S .  Second St . 
The report , the Academic Annual Programs 
Review, comes from the office of Edgar Schick, vice 
president of academic affairs . It covers "all the 
programs within the university, "  said COTE Ch-air 
Patricia Barnhart. 
· g has been set for 9:30 a .m.  Jan.  26 in the 
County Jail . 
em juniors John Emporer and Todd Dart 
phomore Chris Lesniak have been charged 
The windows on the North, East and West sides 
of the house had been broken and a trophy case 
inside the establishment had been destroyed, 
police said . Damage was estimated at over $300. 
"They look at how many students are enrolled 
versus how much the program costs , "  said Barnhart . 
The report "just tells us what 's actually hap­
pening, at the vice president level , as to who gets how 
much money and what courses are going to be in 
trouble due to low enrollment , "  she said . 
criminal damage to property for allegedly 
ing windows and a trophy case in the former 
· 
a· Kappa fraternity house Dec. 19.  
Each of the defendants are free on $3 ,000 bond 
pending the outcome of the hearing and sub­
sequent trial. 
(20 min . same as 3 hrs. in sun) 
1205 3rd . St. 
11/2 Blks . N. Lincoln 
345-7530 
Perms $29 .00 
expires Jan . 24 
-- -------Present coupon for specials ·- - - - - - - - - ..J  
AN XIOUS EATING - WHAT TO DO ? 
An open forum on anorexia and bulimia. 
Learn ho w to help yourself or som eon e you care about. 
Dr. Genie Len ihan Dr.  Bil l  Kirk 
T u esday , Ja n uary 20 7 :00-9 :00 p . m . 
Rathske i ler Ba lcony - U n ion Basem ent 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
---. SI G M A  C H I  
RUSH PARTY 
TONIGHT , 
6:00pm 
COM E BY TH E HOUSE AT 
1 6 1  7 9TH STREET 
FOR COKE & BRAUTS 
AN D M EET 
H E  M EN OF SIGMA CH I 
FOR RIDES AND IN FO CALL 
345-9023 
The Men of 
DELTA--
7j;, SIGMA PHI 
would like to in vite all 
interested men to our 
INFORMAL 
SMOKER 
Tuesday , January 13 
9 : 00 p . m .  
1 705 9th Street 
For rides and info call 345-4731 
RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUS 
I � 
� c � �\) f\ .CllJ '1[p ! 
� �� �� � · '-'  I . ., . I nvttes � � c 
� � 
� I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
All interested men to 
RUSH 
''Beach Cookout'' 
Where : Lambda Chi Alpha 
House 1532 4th St . 
(across from Pemberton) 
When : Ton ight at 9:00 pm 
With: Alpha Sigma Tau 
For rides and info call 345-9084 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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I � � RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH (,I) 
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Tuesday 's  
8 January 1 3 ,  1 98 7 Classified ads 
Report errors Immediately a t  581 ·281 2. A correct 
wlll  appear In the next edition. Unless notified, 
cannot be responsible for an Incorrect ad after ltl 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
luesday's  
TV 
Digest 
4:00 p.m. 
2-Happy Day's 
3-Schoolbreak Special : See 
3 p.m. 
6:35 p.m. 
5-Honeymooners 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Matlock 
9-G.I. Joe 
10-Facts Of Life 
12-3·2-1 Contact 
1 5-Diff'rent Strokes 
3, 10-Movie: The conclusion 
of "Gone With The Wind" 
(1939) 
1 7-Love Connection 
38-Wonderful World Of 
Disney 
9-Movie: "Yankee Doodle 
Dandy" (1942) A classic 
starring James Cagney. 
12-Nova: "How Babies Get 
Made" 4:0� p.m. 
5-Gilligan's Island 
4:30 p.m. 
2-People's Court . 
9-Transformers 
10-Mash 
17, 38-Who's The Boss 
7:05 p.m. 
5-NBA Basketball: 
1 2-Sesame Street 
- 17-Entertainment TonighT 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Rocky Road 
Philadelphia at Indiana. 
7:30 p.m. 
17 , 38-Growing Pains 
8:00 p.m. -
2, 15-Hill Street Blues 
12-America's First 
School-Documentary 
17 , 38-Moonlighting 
5:00 p.m. 
2,3 ,  10-News 
9-Facts Of Life 9:00 p.m. 
1 5-Jeopardy! 
17-People's Court 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
2, 15-NBC Newshour: "Men, 
Women, Sex, and AIDS" 
12....,.Skin Horse-Document· 
ary: The emotional and sexual 
needs of the severely 
disabled are explored in this 
1983 British study. 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Beverly Hi l lbillies 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  10, 15, 17 , 38-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 1 7 , 38-Jack and Mike 
9:20 p.m. 
5-Portrait of America: 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Andy Griffith Michigan. 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel Of Fortune 
3, 15 , 17-News 
9-Barney Miller 
9:30 p.m. 
9-'-News -
1 0-Hollywood Squares 
12-MacNeil , Lehrer 
Newshour 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 9 ,  10, 15, 17-Ne\l!S 
12-Doctor Who 
38-Too Close For Comfort 
1 0:20 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Flight Command" 
(1940) Exciting story of Naval 
fliers and their efforts to 
strengthen U.S. air defenses. 
38-Dating Game 
6:05 p.m. 
5-Sanford & Son 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Jeopardy 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Jeffersons 
1 5-Wheel Of Fortune 
17 , 38-Newlywed Game 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 15-Tonight 
3 ,10-Mash 
9-Magnum, P.I. 
12-Movie: "Lady Be Good." 
AC ROSS 
1 Masters or 
Guest 
6 Oil cartel's 
in its. 
1 0  Orson or Andy 
14 Photographer 
A rbus 
15 " Swan Lake" 
costume 
16 French 
pronoun 
17 Top box-office 
film star : 1 953 
19 Toodle-co 
20 City transports 
21 Clark's  
' ' Home­
coming" 
·co-star 
22 Wobble 
24 Former 
Japanese 
prime minister 
25 Barristers 
26 Size up 
29 Supreme 
follower 
30 Low-cost 
3 1 - Quivira 
National 
Monument 
32 Repose 
36 Cornucopia 
37 Wherewithal 
38 Skipper's 
com mand 
39 " Beowulf," e.gt 
40 Cephalopods '  
outputs 
41 Lessened 
42 Kukla's friend 
44 Kin of Peeping 
Toms 
45 Piece of · 
weaponry 
48 " Splendor in 
the Grass" 
scenarist 
49 English actor 
M ichael -
50 Addict 
51 Mauna -
54 Kitchen add-on 
55 Top box-office 
film star : 1 934 
58 Row or rank 
59 Anglo-Saxon 
peon 
60 Religious 
seasons 
61 E thereal, in 
poesy 
62 Mild expletive 
63 Slightest 
DOWN 
1 Brink 
2 Phone feature 
3 Needlefish 
4 Word with way 
or where 
5 Fasten a 
necklace again 
6 Autumn, in 
Avila 
7 Stage between 
larva and 
imago 
8 Juillet-aout 
period 
9 Veils of a sort 
10 Top box-office 
film star : 1 943 
1 1  Buoy one' s  
spirits 
1 2  Transform 
13 Approaches 
18 Feed-bag 
contents 
23 Control, in a 
way 
2 4  Top box-office 
film star : 1 965 
25 Lists 
26 Throb 
27 Cha rcuterie, 
e.g. 
28 Mexican 
I ndian 
29 Decelerate a 
car 
31 Aladdin's 
benefactor 
33 German river 
34 Tarot pro 
See page 9 for a nswers 
Crossword 
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7-Dating Game 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Quincy 
10-T.J. Hooker 
38-Jim and Tammy 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
1 7-Nightline 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 15-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
WEIU·TV 
1 :00 p.m. 
Teaching the Constitution in 
American's Schools" 
2:00 p.m. 
Dial A·L·C-O-H-0-L - "In the 
Beginning" 
2:30 p.m. 
The Challenge of the Unknown 
- "Estimation/ Am I Close?" 
3:00 p.m. 
Market Wrap 
3:30 p.m. 
Money Talk 
4:00 p.m. 
Wall Street Final 
5:00 p.m. 'News Scan 51 
5:30 p.m. 
FNN: Evening News 
6:00 p.m. 
Jackson Jr. High - "Route One: 
The Party's Over" ' 
6:30 p.m. 
EIU Connection - "Local Flora" 
with John Speer 
7:00 p.m. 
Film Classic Theatre - "Scarlet 
Street" starring Edward G. 
Robinson and Joan Bennett 
8:45 p.m. 
United Way Special - "Love Is 
All We Need" 
9:00 p.m. 
INN · World and National News 
9:30 p.m. 
News. Scan 51 
35 Danson and 
Knight 
37 Discolored by 
fungi 
41 Oriental 
appetizer 
43 Medieval lyric 
poem 
44 R ipsnorter 
45 A first name in 
film annals 
46 Knot anew 
47 "- Talking," 
Joan R ivers 
book 
48 Atoll 
50 Radius 
neighbor 
51 Musically, a 
Horne of 
plenty 
52 Little leftovers 
53 Rank for a 
prof. 
56 Haifa cit .  
57 Whiz preceder 
• 
CB' Services Offered 
"My Secretary , "  word 
processing. Professional 
resume packages, letters, 
quality term papers, thesis. 
903 18th. 345· 1150. 
_________ oo 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, excellent ser· 
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT, 
W. Park Plaza, 345-6331. 
00 
--,-G=ET,,--Y-,0,.,...U=R---:-JO=-=s--=R=Ec=-S'""uME 
AT COPY-X!  FAST SERVICE, 
LOW PRICES. 207 LINCOLN. 
_________oo 
CB' Help Wanted 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell 
Avon. Call Pam. 359-157 7  or 
1-800-858-8000. 
---,-....,.-,----=-::-o--00 
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per 
hundred envelopes stuffed. 
Guaranteed. Homeworkers 
needed for compnay project 
stuff i ng envelopes and 
assembling materials. -Send 
stamped self addreddes en­
velope to JBK Mailcompany 
P.O. box 25·37 Castaic, 
California, 9131 O. 
-=----,-,...--....,..--0-::::1 /29 Full and part-time habilitation 
aides needed to work with 
special population. Apply in 
person 7 3 8  18th St. 
Charleston. 
________ 1/20 
CB' Roommates 
Wanted: Male Roomates· 
$80/mo. and share utilities. 
348-87 38 or345· 7334. 
_______ 1 /16 
CB' disappointed 
[B' disgusted 
CB' depressed 
CB' cramped 
CB' Roommates 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S O R  
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 1 
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 1st 
M O N T H  R E N T  F R E E  
$115/MONTH 345-4136. 
________1/16 
R E NT $ 7 5 .  F E M A L E  
SUBLEASOR NEEDED FOR 
L I N C O L N W O O D .  1 0 t h  
STREET. 345-7875. 
________1 /16 
Female Subleasor: Share 
U n i v e r s i t y  A p a r t m e nts 
$100/mo. including utilities, 
local phone and cable TV. Call 
581-5545. 
________ 1 /14 
F e  m a re S u b l e a s o r  
Desperately needed. Near 
campus. Own privacy. Call KC 
348-7947. 
_....o.• _______ 1/14 
Female Subleasor-Private 
Furnished bedroom in fur­
nished basement of large 
house less than block from 
campus. Call Kari 345-1445. 
________1 /14 
1 roommate needed for 
house 1 blk from campus, (Sig 
Frat). 1529 2nd. Own room. 
348-7 504. 
----�---1 /14 
Female Subleasor-fur-
nished large house with 
washer/dryer. Rent only  
$115.00 a mo. Call 348-
8922. 
________ 1/15 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
NEEDED I MMEDIATELY· YO­
UNGSTOWN TOWNHOUSE­
YOU DECIDE THE RENT­
CALL 345-7378 or 345-
2363. 
________ 1/21 
CB' Roommates 
1 FREE MONTH R 
$1 O.Q a month. Fe 
subleaser for spring '87 .  
Melissa-345-9184. 
campus. 
3620. 
NEEDED VERY M 
FEMALE/SHARE LAG. R 
1 ST BLOCK BEHIND 
ZARO. $50! ! 348-5885. 
Sub-leaser needed. 
semester, house-own 
$1 00/month plus utilities. 
Susan or Lucy. 345-6037. 
________ 1 
CB' For Rent 
Need 1 male for 
semester to share house 
to campus.348-1442, 
------.,..-- 1 
R e n t  a d o r m - a  
refrigerator. Only $10 
month. Six month mini 
Phone 348-7 746. Mier 
ovens also available. 
For Rent.Unusual one 
two bedroom apartm 
summer and fall. Re 
rent. Two blocks from EIU. 
345-2784. 
ONE SUBLEASER 
YOUNGSTOWN APT. MA 
FOR YOURSELF UNTIL I 
ANOTHER SUBLEASOR. 
1/2 RENT ($123.00).F 
EQUIPPED.CALL SUNG 5 
or JOHN 3285. 
Regency Apartments 
the Regency Image It 's a tradition 
Renting NOW 2nd Semester 
[B' no privacy 
[B' no space ' ' HOT RATES ' 
Let Regency customize a solution to your needs! 
* Private bedroom rates avai lable 
' ' Do-it-yourself ' ' Classified Ad Form 
Name ----------------------------
Phone ________________________ � 
Address ________________________ _ 
Ad to read -----------�------------
U nder classification of :-------------------­
Dates to run 
COST: 20 cents per word first day , 1 4  cents per word each consecuf 
day thereafter (min imum 1 0  words) . Student rate half price - ad MUST 
paid for in advance. PLEASE: no checks for amounts less than $ 1 .  00. Lost 
Found ads are run FREE for three days. 
Place ad and money in  envelope and deposit in  News box in  Un ion by 
p. m. one business day before it is to run .  The News reserves the right to 
or refuse ads considered libelous or in poor taste . 
Student? (Student rate half-price) D Yes D No 
Payment: D Cash 
, -campus clips 
Colleglate Buslneaa Women will have a pizza 
party Tues . .  Jan. 1 3  at 5:30 p.m. at Jerry's 
Pizza. All CBW members are invited. 
Circle K will have a meeting Tues., Jan. 1 3  at 
6 p.m. in the Union Walkway. All are welcome. 
American Marketing Association will have 
its first organizational meeting Tuesday, Jan. 13 
at 7 p.m. in Coleman Lecture Hall. All members 
and anyone interested in AMA should attend. 
Speech Pathology Department offers 
speech and language services in a foreign 
dialect group Tuesdays and Thtlrsdays from 11 -
1 2  at the Clinical Services Building. If interested 
please cal l  345-2712. 
Campus Cllps are published daily, free of 
charge, as a public service to the campus. 
should be submitted to The Daily Eastem 
office by noon one business day before 
be published (or date of event). Inf 
should include event, name of 
organization (spelled out - no Greek 
abbreviations) , date, time and place of 
plus any other pertinent information. 
phone number of submitter must be i 
Clips containing conflicting or conf · 
formation will not be run if submitter can 
contacted. Clips will be edited for 
available. Clips submitted after noon of d 
day cannot be guaranteed publication. er 
be run one day only for any event. No er 
be taken by phone. 
Tuesday's 
1 98 7  Classified ads 
Report errors 11Mt1dl1 ... r et 111·211 2. A oorNCt eel 
wlll 1ppur In th• next edition. Uni"' notified, we 
c1nnot be re1pon1lbl• for 1n Incorrect 1d 1her It• flr1t 
lnHrtlon. De1dllne 2 p.m. prevlou1 d1y. 9 
�::-:-:--::-=::-:-:-::::---00 EDUCED ! ! One and 
room apartment ,  
for two people­
t and 1 305 18th 
e 348- 77 46 or 
after 5. 
00 
=e=D--::A-::P-:cAR=T=M-;;E=N-:::TS, 
OOD SERVICE, 
. $60/up. FREE 
AVAILABLE IM­
Y .  345-4846. 
_____ 1/19 
NEW BRITT ANY 
T O W N H OU S E  
IMMEDIATELY . 
CB" Lost/Fou nd 
Lost army coat at Roman's.  
Reward ! 345-6086.  
________ 1 / 1 5 
LOST BETWEEN UNION 
AND I K E S :  B U R G U N DY 
GLASSES, TAN CASE.  I F  
FOUN D  PLEASE CALL LISA. 
3709. 
________ 1 / 1 5  
LOST : Gold leaf earrin g .  If 
found please call 5763.  
Reward. ________ 1/14 
Lost: 8 keys on blue plastic 
key chain with rainbow and 
whistle, around Coleman Hall 
on 1 /12. If found please bring 
to Eastern News. 
. ROOM LEFT 
MALES." - ALL -
1 /15 
-- JULIE IRVIN :  PJ.ck up yQur 
l . D .  at the Eastern News. -------,--- - _ _ 1 /15 
lost Ladies gora · fle1bros· ·  
watch. REWARD. Call 581-
3632. 
----,..-- --1 /15 
CES I NCLU D E D .  
. CANTY A T  581· 
WALTER CARNEY : Please 
pick up your checkbook at the 
Eastern News. 
-----.,.-,---1 /15 Found: Set of keys with 3 
keys on .it and a poem on _the 
keychain. It was found at the 
basketball game Jan. 7th. 
Claim at the Eastern News. 
________1 / 1 5 
Lost Saturday by West side 
ofDoulgas Hair; set of f1Ve1<�ys 
on a gold chain with the initial 
" H . "  If found call 2056. 
Reward! ---�----1 /15 
Found: Checkbook outside 
Taylor. Call 3104 . 
________ 1 /13 
Lost hall key. Gold key ring 
with inscription " Kathy" . Lost 
on Wednesday. Please call 
581-2466.  Reward. 
________ 1 /13 
LOST: An Aqua/Turquoise 
colored glove between Eastern 
1116 Daily News Room(Buzzard) ,_______ and the Union. Call 5371. 
---,.....,....--.,..-.....,-1 /13 Lost: Gold man's Access 
-� · \vatcli wilf\ Blue. b.atid_ill_ Lantz 
Ford Fairmount 4 Door locker room on 1 /8 . Call 345· 
Auto. Trans. A. C. 3394 .  
345·2425 . ________ 1 /13 
�----=-:-::-.
1 /23 
Mercury Capri-2 Dr. 4 
Trans. New tires, 
, AM/FM Radio-Air 
5-2425 . 
.-- --.,,...,.......,.-1 /13 SELL! FINANCIAL 
NG STU DY GUIDE!  
FOR TESTS. CALL 
J 58 1 ·5246.  
�==::-:-:::c-=1 / 1 4 PROCESSING STU DY 
FOR SALE ! CALL 
J 58 1 -5246 . 
1 /14 
"'"·s-· =G=RE::-:G::-e_n_e-ra71 Test 
book. Perfect con· 
1 0 . 00.  Call 581-
.------ 1 /16 
old Sears 1 9 i n .  color 
te control . $300 
·5518. 
Attention:  Kimberly Royster­
Please pick up your l . D .  at the 
Daily Eastern News. 
________ 1/13 
If any information on purse 
lost or stolen from Boomer's 
p l ease c a l l  3 513 . No 
questions . Reward offered. 
-------,---= 1 /14 Patrick Potraska-Please 
call  Tracy at 348-1 54 7 about 
lost coat . 
________ 1 / 1 4 
CB" Annou ncements 
TO NIGHT AT 9 : 0 0 p . m .  
COME C H ECK OUT THE 
DELTA SIGS AT OUR IN­
FORMAL SMOKER. "WE'RE 
MORE THAN BROTHERS 
WE 'RE TRUE FRIENDS . "  FOR 
RIDES OR I N FO ·cALL 345-
4 731 OR COME BY 1705 9th 
STREET. 
________ 1/ 1 3  
1 N .  McKINNEY LADI ES 
Thank you for the surprise B­
Day Party. You guys were 
naughty with the Scrapbook! !  
You are THE BEST!  I Love 
You . Your FRIEND & R . A .  
PEA. · 
________ 1 /13 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA informal 
rush is coming. Watch for more 
details. 
________ 1/16 
The men of Sigma Tau 
Gamma cordially invite all 
interested in pledging to play 
snow football with the little 
sisters tongiht 8 : 30 1820 9th 
St. 
________ 1/13 
1 AND 2 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
OR SPRING AND SUMMER 
STARTI NG AS LOW AS 
$250 PER MONTH 
RL YLE APARTMENTS 
94 7 4 TH STREET 
1 305 1 8TH STREET 
348-7746 
A FTER 6 P. M. 
345-5348 
CB" An nou ncements CB"An nou ncements CB" An nou ncements CB"An nou ncements 
IL NATIONAL GUARD-Do 
you need extra spending 
money for college? Would you 
l ike to have your tuition paid for 
a total of 4 years? Then 
contact Curt Comstock at 258· 
638 1 ! ! ! !  
________ 1 /30 
SPRING BREAK-Party with 
the B E ST . . .  B U S  STOP 
T O U R S .  S o u t h  P a d r e  
$16 9 . 0 0 ,  F t .  Lauderdale 
$169. 00, Daytona $139.00. 
Call Jenny-581-2632 or Lisa 
348-1663. 
_________ 1/14 
GET YOUR JOB RESUME 
AT COPY-X! FAST SERVICE, 
LOW PRICES. NEAR CAMPUS 
AT.207 LINCOLN. 
________ 1 i23 
Anyone interested in trading, 
semng, or buying- - -Saseball­
Cards call 581-5488. Ask for 
Chris. ________ 1 / 1 6 
Riviera Tan Spa 6 superbeds 
with face tanner & stereo 
$4 . 25 or 4 sessions $16 . 00.  
Share them with a friend. 1816 
Rudy Mattoon. 235-0012. 
________1/16 
W-2's for the Italian Bakery ­
S E N D  SELF-ADDRESSED 
STAMPED ENVELOPE: The 
Italian Bakery, 2446 Wabash, 
Terre Haute, Ind. 47808 .  
________ -1-123 -
T H E  A M E R I C A N  
MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
WILL HAVE IT'S F I RST 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
TONIGHT IN THE COLEMAN 
L E CT U R E  H AL L .  A L L  
M E M B E R S  S H OULD BE 
THERE AND ANYONE IN­
TERESTED IN AMA SHOULD 
ALSO ATTEND. 
________ 1 /13 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA ' get 
excited RUSH will be here 
sooner than you think. 
Do you have a special talent 
you want known? Advertise - it 
in the classifieds! 
________ ,h-00 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU is having 
informal rush Wednesday and 
Thursday night at 7 : 00p. m .  
________1 / 1 3 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA would 
l ike to invite all interested 
women to their rush parties. 
Watch for details. 
_________ 1 / 1 6 
S P R I N G  R U S H - A l p h a  
Sigma Tau will have informal 
rush Wednesday and Thursday 
nights at 7 : 00p . m .  For in·  
formation please call 345· 
7236. 
________ 1 / 1 3 
P I G  T A I L S :  C O LL E G E  
-..,..-- -----1 /14 PRINCTONS; Regular Hair­
COME MEET THE TEKES cuts ; $5.00. Call Joe 345· 
AND OUR LITTLE SISTERS. 2800. Elite. 
SOCIOLOGY C LU B :  Fi rst 
meeting will  be Wednesday 
January 1 4th at 6 : 00 in Room 
3 3 7 .  Everyone welcome.  
Officers will be elected. 
A I R BAND RUSH PARTY 1 /15 
TONIGHT AT 8 :00-PRIZES. SPRING BREAK JAMAICA 
1429 7th St. 345-466 7 .  P R O J E C T  M A N A G E R  
________1/13 NEEDED FREE VACATION 
Attention. ALL Ladies of EIU ." PlUS $$$ 1 '800·23"7-2061-:-
How time flies, Applications for 1 /30 
the 8 7 -88 Pike- -Oream- -Girl C L A.U.O.J A  __  D.EX.I.E R :  
Calendar now available at the Welcome back to school. We 
Student Activities office. For missed you! Love, The Delts. 
additional info 345-9020. 1 /13 
_____ 
-
____ 1/16 $380.00 - shake -a- day. 
COME PARTY WITH THE $53.00 Faces in three pool 
ROSES OF SIGMA TAU free-Page One Tavern. 
GAMMA AT THE TOP OF 1 /13 
ROC'S THIS SATURDAY AT T R l - S I GS W E L C O M E S  
9:00. $3.00 ALL YOU CAN EVERYONE BACK! W E  HOPE 
DRINK- 25% BEERS AFTER - YOUR SPRING SEMESTER-IS 
M I DNIGHT. AWESOME! ! 
________ 1/16 ________ 1/13 
What Does Rush, Pikes, Alpha Sigma Alpha will have 
Rodney Dangerfield and being a sorority rush party tonight 
BACK TO SCHOOL alt -have  in and - - Wednesday_ in _ the 
common? Come to the Pike Charleston-Mattoon Room of 
House Tonight at 8p.m.  and the Union at 7p.m.  For more 
find out. For rides and info. information call 345- 7 7 28 or 
345-9020. 345-6032. 
________ 1/13 _________ 1/13 
ATTENTION : nm Stacey is a New Credit Card! No one 
LADIES MAN. HA. HA. Good refused Visa/Mastercard. Call 
Joke. 1-619-565-1522 ext.C1441 , 
C lassif ied advertisements 
are a great way to show a 
friend you care . 
-:=:--c,.,.-,--::--:---h-00 
Z's Hair Design now offers 
you professional barber cuts 
with Andy Bennett ,  as well as 
our regular staff to meet all 
your hai rshaping and styling 
needs. Get a head start on that 
Spring Break tan at our new 
tanning bed . Z's Hair Design 
2 1 2 6th Street, 345-5451. 
________ 1 /13 
F R E E  S T A I N E D  
GLASS . . .  Craft Depot's the 
place! Register now for a 
Spring Craft Workshop. 581-
5334. 
________ 1 /15 
A1�ht Pledge50Welc001e 
back! !  I can't wait to see all of 
you!_Q!!f_l)'l�etingJ.s at..§ : 4 5  at 
the House. 
_________ 1 /13 
DELTA ZETA NEOPHYTES: 
Welcome back !- .. . Meeting 
tonight at the House at 5 : 30 .  I 
can't wait to see you all again. 
Love, Kim. 
_________ 1 /13 
RUSH, PHI SIGMA SIGMA, 
RUSH,- --Ptll SIGMA- SIGMA, 
RUSH coming soon. Look for 
details. 
--.-,,...,----�--,-1 /15 
Make money through the 
classified ads. . 
·-------- .. - - - ·- - - - - - - h-00 ---
AIRBAND RUSH PARTY 
TONIGHT AT T H E  TKE 
HOUSE WITH OUR LOVELY 
L I T T L E S I S T E R S .  
8 : 00-PRIZES AWAR D E D .  
F O R  RIDES AND I NFO. 345· 
466 7 .  
________ 1 /13 24 hrs .  -=.,-,--::....,...,..-----1 / 1 3 
How are Pikes SURVIVING ________ 1/16 R U S H ,  R U S H ,  -
dry rush? We're going back to Free: 3 month old puppy, RUSH . . .  Showing Tonight at 
s c h o o l  w i t h  R o d n e y  lab/shepard mix-if interested 8p. m. BACK TO SCHOOL. For 
Dangerfield. Tonight 8p .m . contact Heather at 348-1509. Rides and info. 345-9020. 
________1/13 ________ 1/14 ________1/13 
________1/14 B R U C E  S . - H a p p y  3 • WELCOME BACK TRl-SIGS! - Months. I Love You. Bo-Bo. 1 • �· • • -
I T ' S  G R E A T  TO S E E  1/13 � • ' EVERYONE AGAIN! ! 
I• 0 ' t  -.� - A Place ,. 
ATTE N T I O N  - A l t" � ;� :._-- P-uzzle Answers ·:.: __ - , - -- - --�! _- . .  - '  - ---�.::- -- .:.- .-�--�?Y 
TERESTED MEN COME SEE ·' . 
WHAT WE'RE ALL ABOUT F 88/87 B f Ch k" TONIGHT AT OUR INFORMAL or e ore ec mg 
E D  G A  R I 0 p E C  B E  A N  D I A N E l T U -T u  E L  L E G A  R Y c IU P E R  T A  T A  
SMOKER AT 9:00P.M.  AT • 0 R t -,· 
-
THE DELTA SIG HOUSE 1705 ur a es .
E L L A  N A  •I T  E R  
5 A L A  E R S  
9th srnEET. FOR RIDE oR Luxury & Location For Less I N FO CALL 345-4731. 
A l  t 5 I t I N 
C H  A p � A N I ! ! 1 
H N I I E A N A L  I I 
,A,!do Roma Apts . ________1 /13 E p I I N K B B  E D  L L I LI �  R S  Susie "Q"vits(a .k .a .  CLAWS) 
Thanks for making my "20 & 3 "  
birthday s o  "special . "  Your 
best "girlfriend" PEABO. 
c R 
R E  
E T  
T I 
N N N 
T E 
E R 
A D  E •  �N � E-
I E • U 5 E R •  L 
" I  L L R u � E I E S N L E N  c A R ! T ! • Call I 345-2 1 1 3  Jan Eads Eads Realty • 
________1 /13 
WILi WALKER SHOPPING CEHTE11•341-1U3 
A E R  D R  A L E  A s T • • • • • 
Come in  Out of The Cold 
Rent A 
Cozy Apt. 
$150°0/mo. 
( Per Person) 
( Private Bdrm) 
Youngstowne, Oldetowne, Pinetree/Lincolnwood 345-2363 APTS . 916 Woodlawn Dr . 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
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Providence St . Mel tops Class A Vegas odds pick Giants by 9 By The Associated Press 
Providence St.  Mel romped to a pair 
of victories last week and retained the 
No . 1 spot in the Associated Press 
.:::lass A Illinois High School basketball 
poll released Monday. 
; The Knights defeated Quigley North 
··90-42 and Mendel Catholic 67-6 1 to 
boost their record to 1 2-3 . 
Venice, snowed out of its only game 
last week, held onto the No. 2 spot at 
1 2� 1 . The Red Devils' only loss tliis 
season was to East St. Louis Lincoln , a 
ranking Class AA power. 
St.  Mel captured I 2 of the first-place 
votes ·cast by a p�n:el of 20 broadcasters 
U - Sto re Wa re ho use 
IND IVIDUAL ROOMS 
"You Carry The Key" 
Charleston, Ill inois 81 920 
BEHIND REX 'N' DON'S WAREHOUSE 
South Route 1 30 PH: 345-3334 
DON & MARY THOMASON · OWNERS 
Lal LeJf.!J!F Tues. , Jan . 13 
12 oz. Special 
Export 
All 
Day 
$1 
All 
Night 
25 C Beers 
2 for 1 Well 
with Gun Drinks 
La Roma's Pizza 
Tuesday Specia l 
Medium 
Pepperoni Pizza 
$5.00 
Includes free Pepsi 
free delivery & tax 
No coupons with this offer 
phone 345- 1 345 
* * * * * * * * * * * *  
tcoME SEE THE EXCITING� 
{r * � (BUD. LIG. .... T I :  
� DAREDEVILS � 
{r * 
{r AT THE J} 
� EIU � 
� vs. � 
-¢t CHICAGO STATE * 
� BASKETBALL GAME � 
� WED - JAN 14 � 
� 7:30p.m. � 
{r LANTZ GYM * 
{t * 
{t SPONSORED B� >} � RONCHETTI D/Sl � 
* * * * * * * * * * * *  
and sportswriters for a total of 306 
points . Venice received seven first­
place votes and totaled 303 . The other 
first-place vote went to Cairo, 1 1 -2,  
which remained sixth in the poll . 
There were no changes among the 
top six teams . Carmi , 1 1 -0, was third ; 
Martinsville , 1 2-0, fourth; and Carlyle, 
1 3- 1 ,  fifth ahead of Cairo.  After that ,  
there was a shuffling of teams, with 
Monticello and Oakwood dropping out 
of the top 1 6. 
Monticello, ranked 1 4th last week , 
lost to Decatur St. Teresa 60-52. 
Oakwood, No. 16 last week, lost to St. 
Joseph Ogden 64-63 . 
"where the books are" 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP)-Las 
Vegas oddsmakers have made the 
New York Giants a nine-point 
favorite to beat the Denver 
Broncos in Super Bowl XXI, with 
New York money pushing the odds 
upwards in early betting. 
"The favored team (in a Super 
Bowl) is usually about a three­
point favorite," Sonny Reizner of 
the Castaways Sports Book said 
Monday. "But the Giants are just 
awesome. They're like the Chicago 
Bears were last year." 
The Bears opened as nine­
favorites last year and event 
climbed to 10. 
Oddsmakers predict $35 m' 
to $40 million will be bet o 
Jan. 25 Super Bowl at the 
three dozen legal sports book 
only place in the country 
sports betting is legal. 
Other betting, from 
-bookmakers to office 
expected to run many tirn 
figure. 
YES !  WE HAVE ! 
Dec. Support Systems (with Disk) . . .  Policy Strategies and Implementation . . .  
Student Writers at Work . . .  Mlcrocomp. Models . . .  Psych. Applied to Modem 
Life . . .  Basic Bus. Stats . . .  Contemp. FIN MG T . . .  Collective Bargaining 
Simulation . . .  Mod. Portfolio Theory and many more . . .  
THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
Mon.-Fri. 1 0-5 
Sat. 1 0-4 
345-6070 
Sixth & Buchanan 
"One Block North of Old Main" 
YES! You can sav� 1 0 %  • thru tomorrow 
(and even longer on late comers) 
FIN Working Papers . . .  Life Science anyone? 
Keep on asking 
AND SAVE 
(,,,::i};ll 
1t::u�,j�f \;1;q:;�t&t,;;r�� during Spri ng Break as a Guest of /}/" Y:T� • j: flub Gfropie - Florida's Newest Sensation.�//;:- · f 
ROOM PAC KAGE ONLY MOTOR COAC H OPTION ..:= 
.::
? 
COMPLETE 
PACKAGE 
(4 Per Room) 
INCLUDES ALL ITEMS LISTED 
(DETAILS BELOW) 'ALL TAXES, TIPS AND SERVICE CHARGES INCLUDED 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP:  
RANDY - 345-6763 
or 
G I NA - 581 -3566 
HOTEL PAGOD� DIRE;1��n�N THE OC
EAN 
* 8 daysf7 nights ' * Snack bar restaurant.'cotlee 
* All oceanfront rooms {no eJ:
tra shOP 
charge) * Jacuzz
oo
i 
m (no over crowding) * K:itchenenes available * 4 per r 
* Indoor and outdoor pools 
* Beautiful sundeck 
* Beach towel service 
* Gift shop 
* E•ch room - •ir con
ditioning. 
color 1.v., b•lcony, telephon
e 
EPTIONAL FEATURES . ---- EXC for all registered guests of Club TrQlllC 
FREE WELCOME BARBEOUE TATON SERVICE to all the hot 
beach 
FREE BEACHSfDE TRAHSPOR . 
locations . . the area·s newest and finest 
nightclub 
PASTEL'S NIGHTCLUB, en���king the Atlantic Ocean. . 
located in the hotel IObby ov . concept in an E
atery directly 
NEW MOON CAFE, extraordina
ry new 
across the street. Programs tree poolside pa
rties \oealed 
INVITATION to all Inter-Campus 
at different hotels daily. eds are located directly acros
s the 
SHOPPING FACILITIES tor all you
r ne 
. 
street.  r needs making your stay e
nioyable · 
FULL TtME STAFF to serve you VICE DISCOUNTS pro.nded by \()Cal MERCHANDISE, AND SER ����ints to all Club Tropic guests. 
--- -
----- ACTIVITIES AVAILA
BLE -
* Basketball . 
* Beach volleyball ..,.. Sur1ing ·w1ndsurhng 
* Clay tennis courts * Jet skiis 
* ShutllebOard * Epeot. Oisneyworld 
* Golt '* Wet N Wild . Seaw0tld 
* Party cruise * oeep sea fishing 
* Scuba diving lessons 
* Hawauan luau .. Beach. tOI' all your tavonte acttv:t•es etc. 
* The "WORLD FAMOUS Oa�ona people wa1ct11ng. t>icychng. 1099 ng. 
- s1.1nba.th1ng. tnsbee. lootball. 
wa.km�. 
.......----
"RIDE THI:." NJ:;W WAVL"' lltTCR-CAMPUS PROORAM6 
Follow al l  EI U 
sports teams i n  The Daily Eastern Ne 
Eastern News 1 1 
Bud Light 
Daredevils 
et for game 
Pl8yers expect Spoo to fit program wel l  
e Bud Light Daredevils , one 
most unique slam dunk acts 
nation, will perform during 
· e of Wednesday's  Eastern­
o State game. 
e Bud Light Daredevils are 
up of four members-two of 
are brothers , Ty and 9uy 
. The other members are 
on Kisner,  2 1 ,  and T.im 
ter, 23 . 
e group's  act includes an 
minute slam dunk and 
b a t i c  h a l ft i m e  s h o w  
'ghted by the "Congo Dunk" 
e "Shake Down the Rafters 
e Morning After" routines . 
"Congo Dunk" features 
of the team members per­
'ng staggered flips in front of 
·m, with the fourth member 
ly dunking the ball . 
By DAN VERDUN 
Sports editor 
The majority of Eastern's football 
players were quite impressed with 
newly named Panther head coach Bob 
Spoo and anticipate a smooth tran­
sition from former coach Al Molde' s  
program. 
" He (Spoo) seems . as though he 
wants to establish respect and 
discipline , ' '  cornerbac)c Rod Reynolds 
said . "That's  very important for a .  
coach coming to a new school . "  
An example o f  Spoo's  attempt to 
establish stern disciplinary measures is 
his policy on off-season weight­
l raining . 
Under Spoo' s  system , Panther 
plavers are required to lift four times a 
week . Should a player miss a session, 
he must run five miles-no matter 
what the reason.  
" He's  a big-time coach, "  Reynolds 
said . "We had our way with Molde, 
bµt this guy (Spoo) doesn't  seem like 
he takes too much . "  
While h e  noted that last Thursday's  
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
SPAGH ETTI & GARLIC BREAD 
O N LY $2.49 
TU ESDAYS AFTER 4 P . M .  
RNER OF 
and LI NCOLN J ERRY'S PIZZA 345-2844 
N RUSH PARTY 
TONIGHT at 7 : 30 
in the Union, 3rd floor 
with the women of 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Call 58 1 -5593 for further information 
I interested men welcome 
llltlOUI llecipe 
- TUESDAY'S SPECIAL: 
es chicken, mashed potatoes 
gravy, biscuits, and coleslaw 
· eces chicken, mashed potatoes 
gravy, biscuits, and coleslaw 
Refills on 
drinks only 
25¢ 
1 305 Lincoln 345-6424 
$1 '0 
5 a.m. 
8 p.m. 
Daily 
initial meeting between Spoo's  staff 
and Eastern players was "real in­
tense, "  All-Gateway defensive lineman 
John Jurkovic said that it's difficult to 
gauge things this early . 
peting for tne starting quarterback slot 
along with senior Pat Carroll and 
transfer Kurt Simon. 
"We won't  see what their (coaches')  
personalities are until  spring , "  
Jurkovic said . "We'll know in two 
months or so . "  
" It ' s  (throwing the ball) i s  what I 
came here for, "  Watts said . " I ' m  glad 
they brought in a throwing COC;tch. ' '  
I n  addition,  Jurkovic said that it 
probably won't ·be until spring practice 
that specifics based upon team makeup 
will be mapped out . 
Arnold said, "He (Spoo) seems to be 
really fair . I think he'll give all of us a 
chance, not just Burgess and me. 
That 's  important for the older guys as 
well . "  · 
Arnold noted the importance to him 
of bringing in a pass-oriented coach. 
Yet, Jurkovic was quick to point out 
that "the coaches are looking forward 
to the same things the players 
are-another successfµl season of 
winning and a national cham­
pionship . "  
" I 'd hate to b e  a situation like at 
Purdue where (Fred) Akers (an option­
type coach) comes along for (highly 
touted quarterback) Jeff George, "  
Arnold said . _ 
Spoo , a former · nine-year assistant 
coach at Purdue, brings with him a 
reputation both of producing quality 
quarterbacks and of throwing the 
football . 
Another important aspect of Spoo'.s 
philosophy concerns special teams' 
play . 
That 's  a fact that sits well wit� red-. 
shirt freshmen Burgess Watts and Eric 
Arnold , both of whom will be com-
"He's  really stressing the kicking 
game, "  punter Steve Tillotson said . 
" He's  especially concerned with 
coverage, blocking, things, like that 
which concern the team- overall . "  
I 
Comedian/Musician 
RICK CROM 
appearing 
Wed . , Jan .  1 4  
8 p . m . 
. -
Rick Crom-originally from Chicago 
Now-he's the nightly host of 
New York's famous "Comedy Cellar" 
Night Club . lll�NIVaRalTY 
OARD . 
- -
- ·-
Join the fun this Spring 
at the 
Union Bowling Lanes and Rec Area 
(Junction) 
The JUNCTION offers 1 2  lanes for classes , 
open and league bowling , 6 billiard tables , 
video & pinballs , and camping equipment rental . .  
Anyone interested in j oining a league this fall 
should stop by the JUNCTION in the Union 
or call 5 8 1 -3 6 1 6 .  
The cost per week i s  only $2 . 50 
plus shoe rental (25 ¢) 
LEAGUE TIMES 
6: 30 p . m .  & 9 p . m .  
6:30 p . m .  & 9 p . m .  
4 : 30 p . m .  
7 : 00 p . m .  
HOURS: 
M -Th 
F 
Sat . 
Sun . 
10:00- 10: 30 
10:00- 1 1 : 30 
1 2 :00- 1 1 : 30 
4 : 00- 1 0: 30 
��WTHERICNl. JI#..  UNIVERSITY UNION 
Monday Night COED 
Tuesday N ight COED 
Peterson Point (lndv . )  Wednesday 
Wednesday N ight Men 
BOWLING 
LANES 
Shop the classifieds! 
/ 
I 
' , 
Mat grappling 
. Panther wrestler Marty Molina ( 1 7 7  lbs . )  at­
tempts to escape from the grasp of University of 
Tennessee-Chattanooga's Charlie Buckshaw in 
Lantz Gym Sunday.  Molina went undefeated in 
last weekend's Redbird Duals at ISU . The Pan­
thers return to action Wednesday at SIU­
Edwardsvil le .  
Cagers on brink with 5-5 mark 
AMCU -8 season looms as Panthers search 
With the AMCU-8 Conference season opener 
against Illinois-Chicago facing Eastern 's  men's  
basketball team Saturday, the Panthers find 
themselves 5-5 and still searching . 
Three consecutive victories over Southern Illinois 
Indiana State and Augustana have Eastern on � 
winning note, but the AMCU-8 paves a long road 
ahead of the Panthers . Coach Rick Samuels knows 
that . 500 can quickly rise or fall depending on which 
way the team decides to go. 
" It will  be tough , "  Samuels said . " We don't have 
a concentrated period of time" to work on some of 
the team' s  problems at this point. 
_ The Panthers'  handling of pressure defenses has 
been of particular concern to Samuels . Both Indiana 
State and Augustana were able to press Eastern and 
stay in the game . 
" I  was disappointed in the second half (against 
Augustana) , "  Samuels said . "We- had chances to put 
Augustana away, but we needed to execute and we 
obviously didn't do that . "  In the first half "�e made 
the kind of adjustments we had to, ' '  he added. 
Leadership 
After losing the leadership of players like last 
year's  standouts-Jon Collins, Kevin Duckworth 
and Doug Crook-this year' s  young Panther team 
finds itself searching for people to fill the leadership 
role . 
A leader is "a respected individual both on and off 
the floor ,"  Samuels said.  "He is a person who is 
going to do the right things . "  
Samuels sees a couple o f  people beginning to fit 
that definitioh-namely junior guard Norm Evans . 
"He is one of the most consistent players on the 
floor right now. " 
However, "We need more maturity in all of our 
players , "  he said . 
Heading West 
Sophomore center Mike West may not be the 
consistent scoring threat as some big men , but he· 
does his job for the Panthers . 
"Mike isn't  going ·to score much , "  Samuels said.  
"We're not asking him to; that ' s  not his role . His 
asset is as a rebounder and defensive player. "  
West ' s  1 4-point performance against Augustana, 
however, proved he can put the ball in the hole . 
West said, "My role is not as a scorer . I want to get 
as many rebounds as I can, and play good defense. "  
But, " I f  it 's  there, I ' ll put it in . "  
i\\i\\\'ti��\'�'•'• \!�J·'• ! 
Basketbal l  Notebook/ Joh n  Stroud 
In  the NCAA 
The recent reduction in scholarships allowed for 
NCAA schools from 1 5  to 1 3  has spurred negative 
reactions by coaches and others involved in athletics.  
Samuels believes the decision was hastily made and 
due to some negative aspects in college athletics 
today . 
" It is being passed as a reaction to some un­
fortunate circumstances , "  Samuels said citing cases 
such as the death of Maryland basketball star Len 
Bias . 
"There was no forethought and no consultation 
with coaches , "  Samuels added . " It won't  kill our 
program" though, he said . 
AMCU-8 Commissioner F . L .  "Frosty" Ferzacca 
expressed his displeasure as well . 
" I ' m  against it because my first reaction was that 
it ' s  going to hurt universities of our caliber, "  Fer­
zacca said . "We can't  make as many mistakes 
recruiting-wise. We don't have $9- 1 0  million 
budgets . I 'm afraid we'll get caught short . "  
Recru it ing 
Samuels had stronger feelings concerning the 
NCAA's  reduction in recruiting time, saying it will 
work to the disadvantage of programs like Eastern' s .  
" I  was strongly opposed to  that , "  he said . " It 
makes our j obs a lot harder . "  
Player evaluation periods were reduced from June 
1 5-Aug. 1 to j ust three weeks in July for the summer 
period . The October-December period was cut to just 
two weeks in December, and what was previously 
most of the regular season was cut to just three weeks 
in February. 
The player contact period which was from March 
1 -May 1 5  was cut by more than half.  -
"This doesn't  make it harder for the top 80- 1 00 
prospects , "  Samuels said , "because they are very 
well scrutinized . "  The bigger colleges already know 
they're good players, he said . 
" But with the kids we're recruiting, we need more 
time evaluating . There' s  no time to seek out the 
sleepers and no time to out-recruit the bigger schools . 
A shortened period of time will favor those (bigger) 
programs, "  Samuels added . 
Expansion not 
i m med iate fut 
for AMCU-8 
By DAN VERDUN 
Sports editor 
There will be no immediate expansion 
AMCU-8 Conference for the 1 987-88 b 
season, F . L. " Frosty" Ferzacca said Monday. 
"The counsel of delegates (university pr 
and athletic directors) decided to defer any 
on the matter of expansion, "  Ferzacca sai 
telephone interview. 
Ohio Valley Conference members Akro 
Youngstown State had applied for membershi 
the AMCU-8.  
"The reason for this is that the Ion 
planning committee is researching the implicat' 
expansion further ,"  Ferzacca said . "This way 
get the maximum amount of information o 
schools .  They probably won't  dist�ibute th 
formation until at least Sept. 1 . ' '  
The long-range planning committee i s  mad 
three university presidents . Those men are Do 
Langenburg of Illinois-Chicago , Marshall Go 
Southwest Missouri and Robert Schna 
Valparaiso .  
Ferzacca said one of the  major reasons � 
AMCU-8 's  decision to not table the expansion 
until a future date is the possibility that it coul 
the league's qualification for an automatic be 
the NCAA Tournament, which is scheduled � 
season. 
The AMCU-8' s  decision has subsequently le 
Akron and Youngstown State hanging. 
"My reaction is one of great disappoint 
Akron Athletic Director David Adams sai 
Monday telephone interview. "We had high h 
readily being accepted into the AMCU-8 . "  
Akron has already committed t o  dropping 
the Ohio Valley at the end of this season. He 
AMCU-8 's delayed decision has an even 
implication on Akron's program . 
" It will hurt us a great deal , "  Adams said. ' 
very tough road alone . "  
When asked i f  Akron 's  decision t o  move 
Division I-A in football had any effect 
AMCU's  delayed decision, Adams replied, "t 
not expressed to us . " 
" It shouldn't have any impact since the 
is not a football conference, "  Adams said . 
There seems to be little question of Akron's 
to compete in the AMCU-8 . Akron upset de� 
league champion Cleveland State 73-69 in o 
earlier this season. 
Youngstown State's  athletic depattment co 
be reached for comment. 
Big Ten basketb 
dominates AP Top 
By The Associated Press 
The top seven teams, headed by un 
Nevada-Las Vegas, remained in the same 
Monday in The Associated Press' c 
basketball poll . 
It marked the sixth straight week tha 
Runnin' Rebels , 1 4-0, held onto the N 
position.  UNL V received 56 first-place vot 
1 ,25 1 points from the nationwide panel of s 
writers and broadcasters . 
Iowa, 1 5-0, stayed No. 2 after attracting 
first-place votes and 1 ,  1 72 points . No. 3 
Carolina, 1 3- 1 ,  landed two first-place vot 
1 ,  1 52 points for third place. 
Iowa posted Big Ten Conference wins 
Wisconsin, 78-63 , and Minnesota, 78-57, 
week , while North Carolina won its two At 
Coast Conference games , 98-65 over Ma 
and 85-77 over Duke, then ranked No. 17 .  
Indiana, Syracuse, Purdue and DePaul 
the fourth through seventh places, in that o 
Indiana, 1 1 - 1 , received 992 points, nine 
than Syracuse, 1 4-0. Purdue, 1 2- 1 ,  had 
points , and DePaul, 1 2-0, 870. 
